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Providing accurate information on waste water cleanup practices is of paramount importance in 

developing successful implementation of global water treatment solutions 

OAK PARK, Mich. – November 23, 2009 – George Alther, President/Founder of Biomin 

International, Inc., an Oak Park, MI-based oil and water separation/filtration company recently 

announced an upgrade and redesign of the Biomin website based on many global inquiries regarding 

various aspects of global wastewater treatment. "The website has been redesigned to improve the 

organization of information and create clearer navigation, making it easier to find what you're looking 

for. We've also modernized its appearance and improved legibility. An RSS feed has been added to 

give clients a convenient way to receive the latest updates from Biomin. A simple discussion forum 

was also added to allow questions and feedback to be posted to the site”, said Alther. 

One specific area includes a section about Mobile Wastewater Treatment Systems which is quickly 

becoming relevant in many developing countries. The website describes a highly mobile system which 

can be transported from village to village for local wastewater treatment. The system would have 

appropriate hoses for pumping out wastewater from local lagoons/water pits, processed through the 

system with two outputs, one for drinking water and one for processed water (used for 

agriculture/manufacturing facilities).  

Biomin International is currently developing international contacts for synergistic markets associated 

with its patented Oilsorb technologies and is currently pursuing contacts for its Mobile Wastewater 

Treatment System. Joseph P. Cool, International Business Development/Export Director said “We are 

currently working with both domestic and international companies for development and 

implementation of Oilsorb methodologies and synergistic technologies for worldwide utilization 

including specific SE Michigan applications. Introduction of mobile wastewater treatment systems 

into developing countries significantly provides access for additional business opportunities due to the 

provision of local processed water for manufacturing and agricultural purposes”.  

About Biomin, Inc. (www.biomininc.com) 

Biomin International, Inc. manufactures state-of-the-art water filtration media and flocculants for 

removal of oil, grease, and other organics (i.e. PCBs, PNAH, PCP, and color/tannin) from water.  

Biomin's products include OilSorb™, ColorSorb™, Clayfloc™, EC-300, and EC-400.  Biomin 

filtration products are used throughout the world and have been approved for use by the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. 

Department of Energy, the Iowa Department of Transportation, and other federal and state 

environmental protection departments. Its products have documented case study results that indicate 

cost savings up to 50% while bringing customer facilities into compliance with governmental 

discharge requirements.   
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